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INTRODUCTION 

 

In the combustion process of diesel engines, carbon soot 

is the main cause of PM (particulate matter) generated and 

expelled with the exhaust gas. As the emission regulations 

for PM are becoming stricter, many manufacturers equip 

engines with a DPF (diesel particulate filter) to capture the 

PM in the emissions. Post-injection, a late fuel injection 

strategy in the expansion stroke, generates HC 

(hydrocarbons) for the DOC (diesel oxidation catalyst), 

increases the exhaust gas temperature to remove 

accumulated PM, and regenerates the DPF [1]. However, 

if the post-injection timing is retarded, fuel spray 

penetrates the low-temperature and low-density 

surrounding gas in the cylinder and adheres to the cylinder 

wall, causes oil dilution and a deterioration of fuel 

economy [2][3]. Further if the post-injection timing is 

advanced, the fuel is partially oxidized due to the high 

temperature generated by the main combustion [4]. The 

partial oxidation of the later post-injection reduces the 

amount of hydrocarbons supplied to the DOC, and affects 

the fuel consumption. The phenomena of partial oxidation 

of the post-injection fuel should be determined to evaluate 

the trade-off between early post-injection and late post-

injection timings. 

This research focuses on the partial oxidation process in 

the early post-fuel-injection strategy, and the influences of  

ambient gas in cylinder on the oxidation process of post  

fuel were investigated by both engine experiments and  

spray behavior observations in a CVCC (constant volume  

 

combustion chamber). The mechanism of partial 

oxidation process is summarized from the chemical 

reaction and fuel spray sides. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

• In the engine experiments, the engine is operated 

under various experimental conditions, and the 

oxidation ratio of the post-injection fuel is calculated 

from the exhaust gas composition measured by the 

exhaust gas analyzer. The influence of in-cylinder 

temperature, oxygen partial pressure of working gas 

and the engine speed on the oxidation process of post 

fuel were researched. 

  

• Fuel spray behaviors under post-injection conditions 

were investigated by a shadowgraph method in a 

constant volume combustion chamber. The ignition 

delay, heat release and spray penetration were 

evaluated under different temperature and oxygen 

partial pressure conditions of the ambient gas, the 

results agree with the engine experiments.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Oxidation ratio of post fuel decreases with the retarded 

post-injection timings for two reasons: (1) fuel loss due to 

wall adhesion and (2) suppression of chemical reaction 

due to decreasing ambient temperature and oxygen partial 

pressure.  



• The fuel loss is caused by the wall-impingement of 

fuel spray, the results of CVCC experiments shown 

in Fig.1 shows that when the temperature is lower 

than 700K, with lower ambient gas density, fuel 

penetrates more quickly, enable more fuel to adhere 

to the wall. When the ambient density is 5kg/m3, 

because of the evaporation of fuel, the penetration 

speed for 600K is higher than other conditions.  

• Fig.2 shows the relationship between chemical 

oxidation ratio and oxygen partial pressure in engine 

tests. Oxidation ratio decreases with the decreases of 

the oxygen partial pressure linearly in the range of 

0.1-0.2MPa for 800rpm and 0.1-0.4MPa for 1200 

and 1600rpm. In the CVCC experiment, the 

decreasing oxygen partial pressure is simulated and 

the results of heat release are shown in Fig.3. The 

heat release decreases linearly with the decrease of 

the oxygen partial pressure. When oxygen partial 

pressure becomes lower in engine cylinder, less 

oxygen exists in the spray area, oxidation of fuel 

quenches quickly. 

 

• Fig.4 shows the relationship between chemical 

oxidation ratio and temperature in engine tests. The 

chemical oxidation ratio decreases with the 

decreasing temperature.  

(b) 𝜌 = 5𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 

Fig.1 Spray tip penetration under 

various conditions                 

(𝑎)𝜌 = 3𝑘𝑔/𝑚3                                      

Fig.2 Chemical oxidation ratio of post-fuel 

corresponds to oxygen partial pressure       

Fig.4 Chemical oxidation ratio of post-

fuel corresponds to in-cylinder 

temperature at the start of injection     

Fig.3 Heat release in CVCC 

corresponding to temperature       



The results of ignition delay in CVCC experiments 

shown in Fig.5 shows that ignition is longer in the 

lower temperature ambient gas, the chemical 

reaction occurs slowly so longer ignition delay 

enables more fuel adheres to the cylinder wall. 

According to Eq. (1), the reaction rate is low when 

the temperature is low. In the expansion stroke of 

engine, oxygen partial pressure in cylinder keeps 

decreasing, reaction rate becomes lower, less fuel 

can be oxidized.  

𝑟 = 𝐴𝑃𝑂2
𝑎 ∙ exp (−

𝐸

𝑅𝑇
)               ∙∙∙ (1) 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this research, the mechanism of and impact factors of 

the phenomena of partial oxidation of post-injection fuel 

is investigated by engine tests and CVCC experiments. the 

mechanism in engine can be summarized as follows: 

• Ambient density influences the penetration speed 

and length of the fuel spray. Ambient density 

decreases with lower intake pressure or the 

downward movement of the piston. When the 

ambient density is low, fuel spray penetrates faster 

and enable more fuel to reach the cylinder wall, and 

less fuel remains in the cylinder to react. 

• Ambient temperature influences the penetration 

length of the fuel spray and the energy available for 

reaction to start. The low ambient temperature 

weakens the evaporation of the fuel spray, and 

extends the ignition delay, more fuel can reach the 

cylinder wall and causes wall adhesion. Although the 

in-cylinder temperature for all the engine test 

condition in this research is sufficiently high for 

ignition to occur, when the temperature decreases the  

ignition delay extends and the piston decreases to a 

lower position, and there is less oxygen around the 

injector nozzle, and the oxidation of fuel is 

suppressed. Ambient gas temperature also influences 

the reaction rate of the fuel oxidation, but in this 

experiment, the relationship between reaction rate 

and chemical oxidation ratio is not clear.  

• Oxygen partial pressure strongly affects the fuel 

oxidation under the post-injection conditions. 

Oxidation occurs if the ambient gas provides 

sufficient energy even with a low level of oxygen 

partial pressure, when the piston moves further down, 

the oxygen partial pressure becomes too low and the 

reaction quenches quickly as reactant volume is 

inadequate. When the oxygen pressure is very low, 

for this research around 0.08MPa, the probability of 

fuel and oxygen interacting becomes small and only 

little oxidation occurs. 
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